DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Customer information regarding private certificates
In 2015 the firm Fa. J. Nowak GmbH & Co KG, together with his branches in Marl and Wesel
transferred his processed flat glass products to the “European Construction Products Regulation”
(CPR). The from now on valid CPR prohibits other private certificate suppliers (as for example KOMO)
to make statements about important characteristics of glass and insulating glass. These prohibitions
affects for example information of Ug value etc. Because KOMO, from now on isn’t allowed to give
obligatory details about important glass properties, the KOMO sign (for the Dutch market also) is
without obligation and, relating to commercial law, isn’t binding or obligatory.
To make it clear: The CE marking on construction products replaces from now on the private
certificates and agreements. Therefore we decided not to further carry the KOMO signs as a private
certificate supplier.
Since many years J. Nowak Glas GmbH & Co KG together with his branches has been manufacturing
to the highest standard and state of the art. The very high demands of the Ral and the VDS on all
the preliminary and end products as well as the processing status are enabled in a comprehensive
way by our permanent establishments. Regular external monitoring inspections through KIWA, Iso
certifications according to 9001:2015 and 50001 as well as the production based on the current valid
DIN and EN Standard, guarantee that our products comply absolutely with the stringent product
requirements of the international standards
Following the tradition we classify our glass and also solar glass in the future tense with following
marks HR Glas, HR+ Glas, HR++ Glas, ZHR Glas, ZHR+ Glas und ZHR++ Glas and we will also map
the classical superstructure with their guaranteed physical properties.
Of course, the already known guarantee and warranty claims will remain unlimited and valid.

